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From Pot Brownies to Space Cakes, the novelty of food as a cannabis delivery system 
has been a part of our culture for decades. However, the privilege of enjoying the psychoactive 
and healing effects absent the looming threat of arrest and imprisonment is given only to those 
who can afford a ticket to Amsterdam. Until now.

Although most of the U.S.A. are still divided on the issue of legalization, people living in states 
with cannabis-friendly legislation can walk into almost any licensed dispensary and get lost in a 
cornucopia of flower-derived pleasures.  No longer confined to the DIY brownie mix and butter 
amalgamation from days past, customers can now decide between well packaged gummies, 
hard candies, pastries and carbonated beverages.  Why are there so many dessert options? 
because copious amounts of sugar is absolutely necessary when attempting to mask the 
distinct, “skunky” flavor of Tetrahydrocannabinol. Until now.

Welcome to “Savory & Psychoactive”, where award-winning Chef Greg Akohoshi comes onto 
our phones, into our homes and teaches us how to cook like Gordon Ramsay while getting 
higher than Cheech and Chong.

Each weekly episode begins with Chef Greg taking us on a scenic road trip to different cannabis 
farms renowned for their bespoke cultivation methods, flavors and psychoactive effects. While 
there we’ll meet friendly farmers who’ll regale us with the anecdotal and advisory, while 
cinematic b-roll turns banal into beautiful.

During the car ride back, Chef Greg samples the newly acquired gifts from the green goddess 
(so to speak), and we watch vicariously as he traverses the stellar regions of our collective 
consciousness, immerses himself in pure inspiration, and returns to this realm with a brilliant, 
savory recipe.  My god, it’s going to be a thing to be amazed by.

In his kitchen, Chef Greg demystifies the programming settings on a shiny, stylish appliance 
called an [SPONSORED PRODUCT],  its sole purpose to ensure predictable and measurable 
extraction and infusion to the highest culinary standard. Chef Greg loves to geek out about this 
stuff, and we love to watch him display his god-given culinary talents to a myriad of camera 
angles and filming speeds, all to a smoky-cool underscore. 

Suddenly- bam chicka bow-boom bass-drop, behold, we see beauty shots of a stunningly 
gorgeous culinary creation, presented with all the allure, flair and sophistication of a sexy 
Sotheby’s auction. Soft pools of light play off of the sensuously viscous liquid, made from oils 
lovingly secreted from a ripe, organic... holy crap, this is so hot I can’t even take it anymore. It’s 
the kind of food porn that could save an ailing marriage, and make sponsors cream in their 
brûlée.

“Savory & Psychoactive” is geared for females and males, ages 21-45. 
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